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* * NOTICES *

JPO and NCIPI ar© not responsible for any

damages caused t>y ^se of this translation.

1 This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2 **** shows the word which can not be translated.

3 .In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the hivention]

[0001]

[Field of the Invention] This invention relates to the possible frame transfer approach of the terminal in

LAN connecting w^ith the network where two or more terminals differ in coincidence especially about

the control at the time of a remote place carrying out network HERIMOTO access through a proxy

(Proxy). A "proxy" is written on these specifications. [ "Proxy" ]

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] Drawing 5 is drawing showing the example of the configuration of the

conventional frame transfer approach, and shows the example by the middleware method. The figure in

the parenthesis in this drawing shows transfer and control of a signal, and corresponds with the

description under following explanation, clear also from drawing — as - this configuration - a terminal

51 - an access line — going - access equipment 52 — connecting — the network 53 of plurality

[
equipment 7 52 / access ] — 54 HE connection is made.

[0003] The middleware for connecting with a terminal 51 at access equipment 52, and acquiring a

coimection identifier (SESSION-ID) is mounted. This example is the middleware method which

coimects to the
****** direct access device 52 the middleware mounted in the terminal 51, and a

terminal 51 acquires a cormection identifier (SESSION-ID) from access equipment 52 (1-1). Moreover,

a terminal 51 acquires a global address from a network (1-2).

[0004] When a terminal 5 1 transmits a data frame to a network, a connection identifier is attached to a

global address, a data frame is transmitted to access equipment 52 (1-3), and access equipment 52 is

transmitted to the correspondmg network (1-4). When a network transmits a terminal 51 HEDETA
frame, a network attaches the global address which a terminal 51 has as a destination address, and
transmits it to access equipment 52, and access equipment 52 transmits a data frame to a terminal 5 1

.

[0005] Drawing 6 is drawing showing other examples of the configuration of the conventional frame

transmittal mode, and shows the example using a proxy PPP method, (reference [- Cohen —- R .
- "

- Service provisioning in an ATM-over-ADSL access network -
" - IEEE Communications

Magazine - Vol . 37 - pp - 82 - 87 (Octl999) ~] - reference .)

[0006] The configuration drawn on drawing 6 is a proxy method which two or more tenninals formed

LAN66, and this LAN has connected to a proxy 65. A proxy 65 has a function equivalent to the function

of the middleware mounted in the terminal 51 of drawing 5 , and has the function connected to access

equipment 62 as a substitute of a terminal.

[0007] Terminal 61a performs the connection request to networks 63 or 64 to a proxy (2-1). A proxy 65

acquires a connection identifier (SESSION-ID) fi-om access equipment 62 (2-2), and a proxy 65 acquires

a global address from a network (2-3).

[0008] Moreover, when it has a tenninal identification child in each and Terminals 61a and 61b transmit

a data frame to a network, a terminal follows the terminal identification child of a local station, delivery

(2-4) and a proxy 65 change a terminal identification child into a proxy 65 as a router at a global address

(2-5), and each terminals 61a and 61b attach a connection SHIYON identifier, and transmit it to access
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equipment (2-6).

[0009] When a network transmits a data frame to Terminals 61a and 61b, a network attaches the global

address which a proxy 65 has in a data frame as a destination address, and transmits it to a proxy via

access equipment 62 (2-7). A proxy 65 changes the global address of a destination address into a

terminal identification child (2-8), and transmits a data frame to a terminal (2-9).

[0010]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] In a Prior art which was mentioned above, by the

middleware method shown in drawing 5 , since middleware was dependent on environments, such as OS

of a terminal, the tectmical problem that two or more kinds in all of middleware had to be developed was

in the environment of a terminal.

[001 1] on the other hand, dependent
[ by using a proxy ] on environments, such as OS of a terminal, by

the conventional proxy method shovm in drawing 6 — things ~ < — although the terminal became

possible [ the thing v^hich chose it as arbitration and for which networkWAKUHE connection is

made ], there was a problem that two or more terminals could not connect with a network which is

different in coincidence.

[0012] Two or more tenninals connect with a network which is different in coincidence, it is possible to

transmit and receive a data frame and this invention aims at offering the frame transfer apjn-oach using

the proxy which performs an authentication demand automatically fiirther at the time ofthe connection

request of a terminal in order to solve these technical problems.

[0013]

[Means for Solving the Problem] According to this invention, an above-mentioned technical problem is

solved by the means indicated to said claim. That is, it is the configuration that two or more terminals

form LAN, the proxy (Proxy) connected to this LAN connects with access equipment via an access line,

and this access equipment is connected to two or more networks, said tenninal is the frame transfer

approach of transmitting a data frame between said networks via said proxy, said access line, and said

access equipment, and invention of claim 1 is [0014]. Said two or more tenninals have a terminal

identification child in each, and this each terminal performs the coimection request to said network to

said proxy. This proxy A connection identifier (SESSION-ID) is acquired from said access equipment.

Moreover, this proxy A global address is acquired from said network, and this proxy creates the

translation table of the terminal identification child of the tenninal of connection-request origin, and said

global address, and the conespondence table of this terminal identification child and said connection

identifier is created, and it is [0015]. This proxy changes said terminal identification child of said data

frame into a corresponding global address using said translation table by adding the tenninal

identification child of a local station to said proxy, and transmitting to it, when said tenninal transmits a

data frame to said network, and the connection identifier corresponding to said terminal identification

child is added using said conespondence table, said data frame is transmitted to said access equipment,

and it is [0016]. It is the frame transfer approach of said network giving said global address to this data

frame as a destination address, and transmitting to said access equipment when transmitting a data frame

to said terminal, this access equipment transmitting said data frame to said proxy, and this proxy

changing the global address of the destination address of this data frame into the terminal identification

child who corresponds using said translation table, and transmitting said data frame to the corresponding

terminal.

[0017] Invention of claim 2 memorizes beforehand the authentication information which connects a

proxy to said network on the connection table in said frame trjansfer approach according to claim 1
.
Said

proxy A connection identifier is acquired from said access equipment at the time of the connection-

request reception to said network from said tenninal. When said authentication information

conesponding to said network is taken out from said connection table, an authentication demand is

performed to said access equipment and it succeeds in authentication, it constitutes so that said global

address may be acquired.

[0018] By mounting middleware in a terminal, the conventional middleware method was constituted so

that a temiinal might connect with a direct access device. On the other hand, by the conventional proxy
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method although two or more tenninals were connectable with one network, it was not connectable

^^th a iletworkwhicti-
is different in coincidence.

^ ^ ^ •

roOl 91 On the other Ixand, it differs in that the approach ofthis mvention performs a frame transfer in a

oxv method using translation table and a correspondence table. The effectiveness it is ineffective to

SIro or more terminal^ l^eing able to connect with a network which is different in coincidence by this is

acauired Furthermore, by the frame transfer approach of claim 2, when a terminal canies out a

connection request, tH^ effectiveness which attests to a network automatically and is connected is

acquired.

fEmbodiment ofthe Invention] Below, the gestalt of operation of this invention is explained to a detail

iSine a drawing. Dracyving 1 is drawing showing the example of the gestalt of operation of this invention,

and diows the block <iiagram ofremote network access using a proxy. Using PPPoE (PPP over Ether)

and L2TP (Layer X^AJ^'SiVixs^ Protocol) as the remote access approach to a network, a user chooses a

network as aibitratioti and connects.
r . t Ar

r00211 PPPoE to which the PPP frame flows the Ethernet top which serves as an access line to LAC

fL2TP Access Conce!nfrator)3 which serves as access equipment from a proxy 2 It connects. LNS (L2TP

Network Server) is a L2TP tunnel via a junction IP network from LAC.

r00221 It connects wi* two or more LNS 5a and 5b from LAC3 , and in drawing 1 ,
temporarily, it is

referred to as LNS#1 (^8^^ sign 5a shows) and LNS#2 (figure sign 5b shows), and the network

connected previously is further set to network #1 (figure sign 6a shows) and network #2 (figure sign 6b

roStLNS carries out termination ofthe L2TP tunnel, processes the PPP frame, and hands it over to

the network hosts (Host) 7a and 7b. The inside ofproxy 2 subordinate's localNW (Local Area Network)

serves as LAN connected by Ethemet. In drawing 1 , temporarily, two or more terminals are used as

Terminals a and b, give P-IP (brei bait ff address) which serves as a teraiinal identification child to each

tenninal, and install a proxy 2 as a default gateway.

10024] For drawing^ . two or more tenninals are PPPoE. Establishment to PPP Connection

authentication is carried out and they are a translation table and drawing showing the sequence to

correspondence table creation. The tenninal b with P-IP address B made into the tenninal a with P-IP

address A made into a brei bait ff address and a brei bait IP address constitutes LocalNW (local

network'i and the sequence diagram of dravWng 2 is connected to the proxy.

100251 It connected vvith LAC from the proxy and connected with LNS#1 and LNS#2 from LAC,

respectively and lHS#1 is connected to network #1 , LNS#2 are connected to network #2, and this is the

saine confimiration as drawing I . First, the terminal a with P-IP address A performs a connection

reauest to a proxy to network #1. A proxy is PPPoE to LAC. A connection is estabhshed.

10026] At the tirne of connection estabUshment, a proxy acquires SESSI0N-ID#1 used as a connection

identifier from LAC- Next, a proxy acquires G-IP address A (global ff address) which becomes the

global address ofnetwork #1 from LNS#1 with PPP connection LNS#1. A proxy creates the translation

toble ofP IP address A of a terminal and G-IP address A which carried out the connection request (4-1),

and creates the correspondence table of P-IP address A and SESSI0N-ID#1 (4-2).

10027] The terminal b which has P-IP address B in the same procedure performs a connection request to

a proxy to network #2. A proxy is PPPoE to LAC. A connection is established. And a proxy acquires

SESSI0N-ID#2 which become a connection identifier from LAC at the time of connection

establishment Next, a proxy acquires G-IP address B (global IP address) which becomes the global

address ofLNS#2**RINETTO work-piece #2 with PPP connection Lte#2.
^

10028] A proxy creates the franslation table of P-IP address B of a tenninal and G-IP address B which

cairied out the connection request (4-3), and creates the conespondence table of P-IP address B and

SESS10N-1D#2 (4-4)- The created translation table (4-3), a correspondence table (4-4) and a translation

table (4-1), and a correspondence table (4-2) are set, and it considers as an address franslation table (4-5)

and the table (4-6) corresponding to SESSION-ID.

[0029] Thus, Terminals a and b connect with a network different, respectively, and tiie address
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translation table (4-5> ofthe pair for communicating and the table (4-6) corresponding to SESSION-ID

r00301^^dnel is drawing showing the sequence of the approach a proxy subordinate's terminal

communicates with a network. The terminal b with P-ff address B made into the terminal a with P-IP

address A made into a brei peat ff address and a brei peat IP address constitutes Local NW (local

network), and the sequence diagram of drawing 3 is connected to the proxy.

100311 It connected LAC from the proxy and coimected with LNS#1 and LNS#2 fromLAC,

respectively and LNS#1 is connected to network #1 and LNS#2 are connected to network #2. This is

thesame configuration as drawing 1 . First, how to communicate only within local NW is explained.

[00321 When communicating among Terminals a and b, the MAC Address of a destination terminal is

acQuired by ARP (Address Resolution Protocol), and the direct contmiunication of the destination is

suecified and carried out by the MAC Address. Next, when Terminal a conununicates to network #1
,
it

ttansmits to the proxy which is a default gateway (5-1). A proxy changes a transmitting agency address

P-IP address into G-IP address using an address translation table, attaches SESSION-ID corresponding

to Terminal a and seiids it to LAC.

[0033] WhenVeceiving data from network #1, a proxy changes the destination address G-IP address of a

receiving frame into P-IP address using a translation table, and transmits to Terminal a. Tenninal b

becomes possible [
communicating by the same approach and communicating with the network chosen

for every terminal].
. ^, , ^.t. r

[0034] Drawing 4 is the sequence diagram to PPP connection of the network at the time ofcarrymg out

a connection request from a tenninal which used the connection table, h this drawing, Terminal a and

Tenninal b constituted Local NW (local network), and have connected with a proxy. It connected with

LAC from the proxy and connected with LNS#1 and LNS#2 from LAC, respectively, and LNS#1 is

connected to network #1 and LNS#2 are connected to network #2. This is the same configuration as

drawing 1 . . ^ . r i

[00351 Authentication information consists ofelement mformation on [a user name, a network name,

and Password]. In the authentication information on [A, net#l, Pasword#l] network #2, authentication

information on network #1 is set to [B, netf2, Password#2], and such authentication infonnation is

memorized [
information ] by LNS#1 and LNS#2, respectively. Moreover, a proxy holds such

authentication information corresponding to a network as a connection table, and manages it.

[00361 When TermiJial a advances a connection request to network #1 (LNS#1 ), it is PPPoE between a

proxy and LAC first. A connection is estaWished and SESSION-ID#l ofTerminal a is acquired from

LAC For example, by the command, the network of arbitration to connect using the connection request

of Terminal a Web, etc. is inputted into a proxy, as shown in [network #1].

[0037] Since the authentication information for making network WAKUHE coimection that it

corresponds to a command beforehand is memorized as a cormection table, at the time ofcommand

input the authentication infonnation on [A, net#l, Password#l] corresponding to a command [network

#1] is taken out in a proxy from a connection table (6-1), and an authentication demand is given to it to

LNS#1 When authentication is successfiil, the G-IP# address A is acquired fi-om LNS#1.

[0038] The proxy concerning the frame transfer approach of this invention is realizable easily using a

terminal, a personal computer, etc. Moreover, it is possible to also make the terminal of either of the

LANs have a function as a proxy.

[0039]

[Effect of the Invention] As mentioned above, as explained to the detail, in case a remote place cames

out network HERDVIOTO access according to this invention, a proxy uses a translation table and a

correspondence table and is performing the frame transfer. The effectiveness it is ineffective to two or

more terminals being able to connect with a network which is different in coincidence by this is

acquired.
, . . . r u j

[0040] moreover, a proxy ~ authentication information ~ a coimection table ~ beiorenana ~

memorizing -
<

'- things, a terminal has the advantage which can attest to a network automatically

and can be connected while being able to cany out the network WAKUHE coimection request chosen as
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arbitration.

[Translation done.]
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NOTICES*

JPO and NCIPI are not responsible for any

dajnages caused by ^se of this translation.

1 This document has "been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

^ shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS
^ ^ ;

•

rClaSlVith the configuration in which two or more terminals form LAN, the proxy (Proxy)

imected to this LAT^ connects with access equipment via an access line, and this access equipment is

connected to two or more networks Said terminal is the frame transfer approach oftransmitting a data

frame between said networks via said proxy, said access line, and said access equipment. Said two or

more terminals have a terminal identification child in each, and this each terminal performs the

connection request to said network to said proxy. This proxy A connection identifier (SESSION-ID) is

acquired from said access equipment. Moreover, this proxy A global address is acquired from said

network This proxy The translation table ofthe terminal identification child of the terminal of

connection-request origin and said global address is created. Moreover, when the conespondence table

of this temiinal identification child and said connection identifier is created and said terminal transmits a

data frame to said network, The terminal identification child of a local station is added to said proxy, and

t transmits to it This proxy Change said terminal identification child ofsaid data frame into a

conesponding global address using said translation table, and the connection identifier conesponding to

said terminal identification child is added using said correspondence table. Said data frame is

transmitted to said access equipment. Said network When transmitting a data frame to said terminal, said

global address is given to this data frame as a destination address, and it transmits to said access

eauioment This access equipment It is the frame transfer approach characterized by transmitting said

data frame to said proxy, and for this proxy changing the global address ofthe destination address of this

data frame into the terminal identification child who corresponds using said translation table, and

transmitting said data frame to the corresponding terminal.

rClaim 21 It is the frame transfer approach according to claim 1 which acquires said global address when

the proxy memorized the authentication infonnation linked to a network beforehand on the connection

table said proxy acquires a connection identifier from access equipment at the time ofthe connection-

reauest reception to said network from a temiinal, the authentication information corresponding to said

network is taken out from a connection table, an authentication demand is performed to said access

equipment and it succeeds in authentication.

[Translation done.]
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